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Lean Summit 2024
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It all started during a Lean study tour in Japan organised by Michael Ballé
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Michael Ballé is the four-times Shingo Award winning author of multiple reference books 
on Lean
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On the bus, Michael and I were having a debate about the Agile Manifesto
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The Agile Manifesto 
is not scalable

On the bus, Michael and I were having a debate about the Agile Manifesto
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How can you say that?

There are large organisations 
that are agile!

On the bus, Michael and I were having a debate about the Agile Manifesto
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I love Agile
This cannot be true!!
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Michael’s point was right: there are Agile cultures that have scaled…
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Michael’s point was right: there are Agile cultures that have scaled...
…but not thanks to the Agile Manifesto, because its principles do not scale.
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Michael’s point was right: there are Agile cultures that have scaled...
…but not thanks to the Agile Manifesto, because its principles do not scale.

I would not be on this Lean 
study tour if we had found 
the answers to scaling in 

the Agile Manifesto.
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That’s how the journey to find principles that scale and are true to the spirit of the Agile 
Manifesto started…
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That’s how the journey to find principles that scale and are true to the spirit of the Agile 
Manifesto started…
… and is ending now with the release of The Lean Tech Manifesto on March 19th



Agenda
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1. What makes Agile so popular

3. How Lean principles address that

2. Why the Agile Manifesto does not scale

4. What tech adds to the mix 

Agenda
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1. What makes Agile so popular

3. How Lean principles address that

2. Why the Agile Manifesto does not scale

4. What tech adds to the mix 
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A company to 
which we would 
have liked to 
apply

We started our own company in 2007 because we did not want to work in a bureaucracy.
We wanted:

Me Benoît

In the industry we 
were passionate 
about: 
technology
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We started by launching our own product in 2007: Allomatch.com
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And today, we still do the same job at Theodo

Examples of recent projects

In Banking In Healthcare

Digitalisation of the credit factory App to collect wound-healing data 
for a leading healthcare company

In Energy

Machine-learning algorithm 
to detect oil-drilling risk 

on offshore oil rigs
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At the beginning, everything’s going well: we recruit ... 
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At the beginning, everything’s going well: we recruit ... 

2007
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At the beginning, everything’s going well: we recruit ... 

2007 2011
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At the beginning, everything’s going well: we recruit ... 

2007 2011 2012
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We are growing ...

2009 2010 2011
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But in parallel problems start to accumulate
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But in parallel problems start to accumulate
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But in parallel problems start to accumulate

Our clients are more and 
more unhappy
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But in parallel problems start to accumulate

Our clients are more and 
more unhappy

We lose money on certain 
projects
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But in parallel problems start to accumulate

Our clients are more and 
more unhappy

We lose money on certain 
projects

All the problems are 
managed directly by Benoît 

and me
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+

The advice given: more processes and more hierarchy… 

More processes to train, guide 
and control

More hierarchy for better 
supervision
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+ =More processes to train, guide 
and control

More hierarchy for better 
supervision

The advice given: more processes and more hierarchy… 
the only way to avoid employee mistakes
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+ =More processes to train, guide 
and control

More hierarchy for better 
supervision

The advice given: more processes and more hierarchy… 
the only way to avoid employee mistakes
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This is around the time I attended my first Agile Open, a three day long “unconference” 
in the middle of the countryside, with pioneers of Agile
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These Agile pioneers convinced us to try Scrum “by the book”
We added principles from eXtreme programming + Devops + Lean Startup
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We created the Theodo Agile Team

Tech Lead

Software 
Engineer

Agile Coach
Software 
Engineer

Client 
Product Owner
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And discovered the magic of Agile!

Tech Lead

Software 
Engineer

Agile Coach
Software 
Engineer

Client 
Product Owner



A client happy 
to get a much 
better product

The client is part of the team 

so the team's success is their 

success.

The team delivers value daily 

and reacts to problems 

immediately
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And discovered the magic of Agile!

Tech Lead

Software 
Engineer

Agile Coach
Software 
Engineer

Client 
Product Owner

A client happy 
to get a much 
better product

The client is part of the team 

so the team's success is their 

success.

The team delivers value daily 

and reacts to problems 

immediately
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An engaged team

And discovered the magic of Agile!

They have autonomy

They are in direct contact 

with the client and see the 

impact of their work

Tech Lead

Software 
Engineer

Agile Coach
Software 
Engineer

Client 
Product Owner
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That magic turned into real business value

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Start of Agile 
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Delivery Sales Marketing Recruitment ...Finance Staffing

Leadership

...

And helped us grow the number of project teams
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Delivery Sales Marketing Recruitment ...Finance Staffing

Leadership

...

? ? ? ? ? ? ?

?

But it wasn’t clear how to be Agile outside of software teams and more importantly on the 
challenges of scaling the whole company

Agenda
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1. What makes Agile so popular

3. How Lean principles address that

2. Why the Agile Manifesto does not scale

4. What tech adds to the mix 
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The Agile Manifesto was not designed with scale in mind 

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Working software over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Responding to change over following a plan

42esig

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
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Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

The number of 
possible interactions 
grows too fast
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Working software over comprehensive documentation
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Working software over comprehensive documentation
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Working software over comprehensive documentation

Quick iterations on small 
increments is not enough 
to tackle the complexity 
when scaling
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Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
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Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

At scale not everyone can collaborate directly with the customer
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Responding to change over following a plan

Imagine an organisation 
where any team 
responding to a change 
could get the whole 
organisation to 
immediately follow them?
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Responding to change over following a plan

I have never heard of such 
an organisation.

Probably because a 
change that impacts 
multiple teams needs to 
build on their context and 
past learnings.



Agenda
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1. What makes Agile so popular

3. How Lean principles address that

2. Why the Agile Manifesto does not scale

4. What tech adds to the mix 
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+ =More processes to train, guide 
and control

More hierarchy for better 
supervision

Is bureaucracy the only path to scaling?
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2012

The solution is Lean, and 

the secret of Lean is TPS

Luckily, when we started looking for help on our scaling challenges, we met Lean Coach 
Antoine Contal, who told us to study Lean Thinking
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And indeed, digging into the history of the Agile Manifesto

Source: agilemanifesto.org/history.html
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At the core, I believe Agile 
Methodologists are really about [...]

delivering good products to customers 
by operating in an environment that

[...] actually "acts" as if people were 
the most important [...]

Source: agilemanifesto.org/history.html

And indeed, digging into the history of the Agile Manifesto
revealed that it shared the same purpose…
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…as Lean Thinking: delivering better value for customers through more meaningful work for 
people
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“Lean thinking combats big company 
disease by spurring managerial thinking

to provide meaningful work to people 
who work mindfully,

in order to always deliver better value 
for customers”

…as Lean Thinking: delivering better value for customers through more meaningful work for 
people
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It’s not a coincidence 
SCRUM, a big influence in the agile movement, came from Takeuchi and Nonaka

The M33 startup-studio for 
disruptive innovation

“We call the approach the SCRUM methodology 
(see Takeuchi and Nonaka, 1986), after the 
SCRUM in rugby -- a tight formation of forwards 
who bind together in specific positions when a 
scrumdown is called”
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Takeuchi and Nonaka had studied innovation practices at different Japanese companies 
including Toyota

The M33 startup-studio for 
disruptive innovation
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The M33 startup-studio for 
disruptive innovation

Maybe less well-known, some leading tech entrepreneurs were also directly influenced 
by Lean
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Steve Jobs in 1990 at Next was coached by Dr Juran

The M33 startup-studio for 
disruptive innovation

Watch the amazing interview! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbkMcvnNq3g
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Jeff Bezos studied the Toyota Way in the early 2000s and hired Lean expert Marc Onetto 
in 2006 as SVP Worldwide Operations and Customer Service

The M33 startup-studio for 
disruptive innovation

Source: Working Backwards by Colin Bryar and Bill Carr
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So, long story short, we found in Lean Thinking what we were looking for and have been 
on a Lean journey for the past 10 years
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2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Start of Lean 

journey

With great business results

2022
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And that’s why when we looked for principles to scale the Agile Manifesto, we turned to Lean 
Thinking: they shares the same purpose and Lean is battle-tested for scale

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Working software over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Responding to change over following a plan
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Leveraging our 10 years of experience scaling using Lean Thinking, here are the principles we 
found.

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Working software over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Responding to change over following a plan
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Firstly, reorder the manifesto and start with the customer.

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Working software over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Responding to change over following a plan
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And then…

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Working software over comprehensive documentation

Responding to change over following a plan
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Value for the Customer, the first principle in Lean Thinking

Value for the Customer over
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Working software over comprehensive documentation

Responding to change over following a plan
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Right-first-time and Just-in-time, the Toyota way of producing higher quality and delivering 
continuously at very large scale

Value for the Customer over
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Right-first-time and Just-in-time over
Working software over comprehensive documentation

Responding to change over following a plan
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Building a Learning Organisation, the outcome of a culture of Kaizen and standards to help 
teams everywhere adapt and build on previous learnings

Value for the Customer over
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Right-first-time and Just-in-time over
Working software over comprehensive documentation

Building a Learning Organisation over
Responding to change over following a plan
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However there is one principle where we found that large Agile organisations were 
leveraging more than just Lean principles

Value for the Customer over
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

??
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Right-first-time and Just-in-time over
Working software over comprehensive documentation

Building a Learning Organisation over
Responding to change over following a plan
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1. What makes Agile so popular

3. How Lean principles address that

2. Why the Agile Manifesto does not scale

4. What tech adds to the mix 
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The most iconic example of scaling “individuals and interactions” in an Agile way is probably 
the open-source project Linux.
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The most iconic example of scaling “individuals and interactions” in an Agile way is probably 
the open-source project Linux.
It started in 1991, with Linus Torvalds posting a message on the Minix Newsgroup
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30 years later, 55,000 people have contributed to Linux

Operating systems in top 500 supercomputers
By Benedikt.Seidl - Eigenes Werk (own work) / source top500.org
Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=5932978

Linux powers 
● all top 500 supercomputers in 

the world
● 96% of the top 1M web servers
● 4 billion smartphone users
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But scaling to a cumulated 55,000 contributors was not without its challenges
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The first scaling crisis hit in 1996
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Which was addressed by two changes:

1. The loadable Kernel 

module architecture

2. The official creation of the 

maintainers role
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Scaling issues restarted in 1998
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Which inspired Larry McVoy to create BitKeeper, to enable distributed software collaboration
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Problems continued and contributions were lost, until in 2002 Linus decided to adopt 
BitKeeper. The situation immediately improved
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(And if you wonder why you have never heard of Bitkeeper… 
In 2005 Larry threatened to revoke the free BitKeeper license, so Linus took a few weeks off 
and created Git to replace it)
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(And if you wonder why you have never heard of Bitkeeper… 
In 2005 Larry threatened to revoke the free BitKeeper license, so Linus took a few weeks off 
and created Git to replace it)
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There has not been any other scaling challenge since!
What do we learn from how the Linux community addressed its scaling challenges?
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There has not been any other scaling challenge since!
What do we learn from how the Linux community addressed its scaling challenges?

1. A network of empowered teams
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There has not been any other scaling challenge since!
What do we learn from how the Linux community addressed its scaling challenges?

2. Enabled by technologies that distribute collaboration between these teams: a 

modular architecture and git 

88

And this is a pattern I started seeing in every large organisation with Agile cultures!

BUURTZORG, studied in Frederic Lalou’s 

Reinventing Organisation
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And this is a pattern I started seeing in every large organisation with Agile cultures!

BUURTZORG, studied in Frederic Lalou’s 

Reinventing Organisation
We started by building a tech 

platform to reduce all the usual 
admin tasks of nurses and 

empower them on their P&L

90

AMAZON and its famous “API mandate”. A transformation described in Working Backwards 
by Colin Bryar and Bill Carr
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AMAZON and its famous “API mandate”. A transformation described in Working Backwards 
by Colin Bryar and Bill Carr

If we want Amazon to be a place where 
builders can build, we need to eliminate 
communication, not encourage it.

This is why software teams should build 
and clearly document a set of APIs for all 
their systems/services.
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TESLA and its revolutionary tech to enable a modular architecture
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Or in Team of Teams, where the daily video conference enables “empowered execution”
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Why? Scaling “individuals and interactions” is about keeping teams empowered
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Why? Scaling “individuals and interactions” is about keeping teams empowered 
despite the need to collaborate with more and more other teams
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Large Agile organisations solve this with tech, to enable teams to collaborate as a network, 
while each team stays empowered on their module
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Value for the Customer over
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

??
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Right-first-time and Just-in-time over
Working software over comprehensive documentation

Building a Learning Organisation over
Responding to change over following a plan

Large Agile organisations solve this with tech, to enable teams to collaborate as a network, 
while each team stays empowered on their module
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Value for the Customer over
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Tech-enabled Network of Teams over
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Right-first-time and Just-in-time over
Working software over comprehensive documentation

Building a Learning Organisation over
Responding to change over following a plan

Large Agile organisations solve this with tech, to enable teams to collaborate as a network, 
while each team stays empowered on their module
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Why this Manifesto?
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Why this Manifesto?
Because I believe Lean Thinking helps organizations be more ingenious at scale
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And I see a gap.

What justifies this gap?
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And I see a gap. Quick problem-solving?

What justifies this gap?
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Hypothesis 1: Agile has a market advantage

MSCI World 
Information Technology 
Index

MSCI World 
Industrial Index
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Hypothesis 2: Agile is more accessible

VS
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So a countermeasure to deploy Lean Thinking to more organisations could be to 
bring it to the Tech industry in an accessible way?
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So a countermeasure to deploy Lean Thinking to more organisations could be to 
bring it to the Tech industry in an accessible way?
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Thank you!

X: @fabriceb
linkedin.com/in/fabricebernhard/

fabriceb@theodo.co.uk

I hope The Lean Tech Manifesto will contribute to more ingenious organizations
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Thank you!

X: @fabriceb
linkedin.com/in/fabricebernhard/

fabriceb@theodo.co.uk

You can order the book on Amazon.
It came out today!

I hope The Lean Tech Manifesto will contribute to more ingenious organizations


